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From the editor.
I want to give my own personal thanks to everyone who assisted in making the Hoppet as good as it was
under some trying conditions. I especially want to thank all those who assisted around the finish area by
shepherding skiers or by tapping bib numbers into iPhones, or running the photo finish camera (it was
needed again), and those who helped with the pack up. Look out it will be upon us again in no time.
Keep your eyes peeled for an announcement on the website about the end of year BBQ, the date has yet
to be set.
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From the President
Congratulations to everyone involved in organising and conducting the Kangaroo Hoppet, and to all
those who took part. Despite the challenging weather conditions everyone seemed to enjoy the day.
There were 1078 entries, the most since 2008. And more than 160 international skiers from 26 countries,
including one each from Mongolia, Thailand, Chile, Venezuela and India!
So the Hoppet is done and dusted for another year, the Nationals, the club coaching, the junior Joey
days, - all over for another winter. What now, you ask. Well, there is some great spring skiing to be had
in September. The weather gets better and there is enough snow to keep us skiing right into October.
The weather last weekend was awesome, and skiing the uncrowded trails in glorious sunshine with firm,
fast snow was delightful. The little kids had a great day on Sunday for the final Junior Joey activities,
and many of our regular event organisers took advantage of some free time to ski with friends and family.
So get out there and enjoy the crisp frosty mornings and the wonderful groomed trails before we put
away the skis for another year.
Helen L'Huillier
President

Adult club coaching sessions:
Thanks to Jim Gargan for organising three intermediate coaching sessions with YMCA instructors. The
weather wasn't always great, and numbers varied between 3 and 8 participants. These sessions were free
for members, with the club paying the bill.
If you have any feedback on the lessons, this would be greatly appreciated. Email your comments to
<helenlhu@bigpond.com>
There were also three free lessons for novice skiers in either classical or skating with instruction provided by experienced club instructors. These coincided with the first three Junior Joey days, so parents
could have a go at learning as well.
Bob Flower, assisted by Helen, took the first session with 5 participants trying skating. Bob took the second session where there were a few more, and a wider range of ability. The final session saw 10 people,
six doing classical technique with Helen, and four skating with Jim Gargan.
Once again, feedback would be welcome. Is there enough interest to continue with this program next
season? Any other suggestions or comments? Email <helenlhu@bigpond.com>
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Hoppet Shop Helpers
The Hoppet Shop could not operate without the wonderful volunteer efforts of Birkebeiner
Nordic Ski Club members and Mt. Beauty community volunteers.
The co-ordinators would like to thank Mary
Pike, Jenny Farrington, Meg & Jim Crebbin,
Gael Little, Jan Hergt, Rhonda Gargan, Jenny
Flower, Karen Roberts, Jill Heberle, Kerry Lucas,
Sue Tilley, Sarah Gardiner, Liz Harvey, Liz Smith,
Delia Murray, Helen & Ian Howley, Linda &
Tony Crapper, Eileen Clark, Barb Kiek,Wendy
McLelland, Anne Bellingham, Bev Bantick,
Nola Skey, Marian & Paul Sharman and Jane
Derrick.
Sarah and Jenny distributing race packs to
Hoppet competitors.

Waxing aprons were popular this year. They
were made by Mary Pike and Sandi Coleman.
There were many others who helped in
Tony and Linda helped at the counter.
the background – Alex Chapman when
T-shirts were popular with competitors.
setting up, Meg Crebbin for cleaning the
room when the shop closed, Flour and
Water for supplying pizzas on Friday and
Saturday. Free coffee was appreciated by
competitors and helpers alike.

John & Trish, the Hoppet Shop co-ordinators, sincerely thank all volunteers and hope to see
you all again in 2013.
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Hoppet Working Bees
Unfortunately we were far too busy to take any photos (next year!), but I’d like to thank all the
wonderful people who helped to apply the chips to the bibs on Friday Aug 10, and/or packed the
bibs & show bags on Thursday Aug 16.
Applying chips to bibs (25 volunteers and approximately 90 minutes)
Trish Cross
Nick Brown
Roni & Steve McDowell
Judy & Esther Bottomley
Bill Sutton
Sue Veikkanen

John Bailey
Len & Faith Lammin
Liz Smith
Jenny Hughes
Karen Roberts
Alex & Julie Chapman

Alasdair Campbell
Ric & Sue Spiller
Bill & Gael Little
Tony Crapper
Chris Gardiner
Helen & Norm Michener

Packing the race bags: (31 volunteers and approximately 2 and a half hours)
Marion & Paul Sharman
Kel Rook
Tony Crapper
Gael & Bill Little
Meg & Jim Crebbin
Roni McDowell
Alasdair Campbell

Alison Gray
Kay & John Hunt
Trish Cross & John Bailey
Julie & Alex Chapman
Jenny Flower
Esther & Judy Bottomley
Sue & Ric Spiller

Helen & Norm Michener
Jenny Hughes
Liz Harvey
Faith & Len Lammin
Nick Brown
Jim Gargan
Paul L’Huillier

Please accept my apology if I missed someone.
I’d also like to thank Meg Crebbin, Kerry Lucas and Marion Sharman for help in the race office
during the week, Marjalyn Henson for manning the passport tent on Saturday afternoon, Jenny
Hughes and Brian Scott for taking late entries in Windy Corner early on Saturday, and the team
from Ivanhoe Girls Grammar for pasting up the results boards and calculating the schools’ team
results on Saturday afternoon.

Grants and Subsidies
National teams and squads will be announced within the next two weeks.
BNSC members selected for National Teams are eligible to apply for club grants as outlined on
our website. The link is http://birkebeiner.org.au/admin-2/grants-subsidies/
Applications close on October 8. Visit the website for more information and an application form.
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Junior Joey #3 Report – Sunday 19th August
It was a beautiful sunny day for the Junior Joey Snowgaine. The juniors met at the club house where they
formed teams and headed out on the trail system in search of markers, armed with a map and lots of
enthusiasm. The 32 juniors did well to find some of the treasure in the fresh deep snow and to stay clear
of the skiers competing in the Nationals races. A big thank you to Bron Gray for organising the BBQ,
Tony Keebs for cooking the sausages, and to all the awesome parent helpers listed below who supervised
each of the groups.
Snowgaine results (total points available – 290)
Zoe, Teagan, Acacia, Alina (with Veronique)
265 (2 missed)
Marvin, Ash, Tommi, Tom, Ryan (with Ewen/Mike)
265 (3 missed)
Isaac, Campbell, Harry, Maddie (with Stu)
165
Callum, Logan, James (with Michelle)
100
Erin, Tara, Abbey, Nick (with Steve)
90
Hannah, Arana, Stella, Claire, Darcy (with Bron/Lisa)
85
Annika, Rosie, Daisy, Erin, Isaac, Maisie, Caelan (with Megan/Carolyn) 60

Junior Joey #4 – Sunday September 2nd at the Nordic bowl
Family Fun in the Sun Day

Junior Joey #4 - Family fun on Father’s Day.
A large crowd gathered in the nordic bowl for the annual family fun day. There was a return of the highly
popular balloon popping game – where the joeys tried to pop the balloons of others while trying to save
their own. There was also a fast and frenzied family card relay where each team member negotiated a
course around the bowl and earned a card to add to their families ‘hand’. The best poker hand award went
to the Ceccanti family. The joeys also enjoyed some snow building as well as snowcup ‘slushies’. Thank
you to all the Birkebeiner families who have supported the Junior Joey program this year. It was fantastic
to see so many happy faces and kids enjoying cross country skiing. We were lucky to have such lovely
conditions for every event this year. Please contact me with any suggestions for next years program.
Email: forrer.michelle.l@edumail.vic.gov.au or mobile: 0417206672

Snaps of Junior Joey 3 Michelle Forrer
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Junior Joey 4 participants in front of the race hut
Photo B Gray

Junior Joey 4 participants playing with balloons
Photo M Forrer

Hannah assisting the chief of timing in looking silly Hannah playing an important role in laying out Ethernet and
video cables at the set on Friday.
at the setup on Friday.
Ronice Goebel via Paul L’Huillier

Ronice Goebel via Paul L’Huillier
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Birkebeiner’s 2012 Canadian Volunteer
In January, 2012 Véronique Beenen was working as a ski instructor in Mooney’s Bay, Ottawa,
when some Australian travellers who had competed in the 2011 Kangaroo Hoppet talked to her
about the Birkebeiner Nordic Ski Club. This chance meeting resulted in her writing to BNSC to
offer herself as a volunteer ski instructor for the Australian season. The time fitted in with her
finishing her degree in psychology and beginning a post-graduate course in Canada.
After an email and telephone correspondence Véronique (or V as most called her ) arrived in Mt.
Beauty in early July. In the first 2 weeks, she stayed with Michelle and Conrad Forrer but was
quickly recruited to help at the Skills Development Camp at Bogong. During Term 3, she helped
Dederang PS, Mt. Beauty PS and Mt. Beauty Secondary College on each day of their crosscountry skiing program days. On the weekends, Michelle and Ronice had V instructing a group
of Junior Joeys and Bikie Juniors. She also helped out as a volunteer at races that the Club
conducted. During this time Michelle stayed with Ann and Russel Bellingham for 2 weeks and
John Bailey and Trish Cross for two weeks.
V’s host families talked her into competing in the Hoppet which she did and reported that she
thoroughly enjoyed the challenge. The last two weeks of her stay were busy with school
commitments (when the weather was favourable) running on the trails around Mt. Beauty, cycling
on a borrowed bike and helping out at the Hoppet shop. Her host families during this time were
the Forrers and the last week was spent at Megan Benn and Tony Keeble’s house.
Véronique’s one other wish while she was in Australia was to see a desert. So after the Hoppet,
and 8 weeks in Mt. Beauty, she has flown to Darwin and has organised a trip through the
Northern Territory and down to Adelaide and eventually making her way back to Melbourne from
where she will fly home to Ottawa.

Walking at Mountain Creek

Cooking Pizza at the Forrers

Article and photos by Trish Cross
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Club Calendar 2012
BBQ at the pondage. The date is yet to be determined.

CHAINS FOR SALE
Rud diamond pattern snow chains: suit wheel 215/60/16 or equivalent. Old style but still easy to fit.
VGC. Prob. used about 5 times, never for long distances on bitumen.
Inspect in M Beauty. On occasions I'm at Hotham/DP and can bring them up. Will show you how to fit
them.Rud diamond pattern snow chains: suit wheel 215/60/16 or equivalent. Old style but still easy to
fit.
VGC. Prob. used about 5 times, never for long distances on bitumen.
Inspect in Mt Beauty. On occasions I'm at Hotham/DP and can bring them up. Will show you how to fit
them.
Selling only because of a change in tyre size.
$50.
Contact Ern on 0408530106 or ern@reeders.net

Thanks Hoppet Helpers
Thanks to all the volunteers who marked the course, set-up the Drink Stations, set-up the Start and Finish areas and the Bowl area, packed-up the Start, Finish Bowl and Drink Stations,worked on drink stations, provided safety services, were marshals at the Start and Finish, helped with timing and results and
did all the other jobs that need to be done for the Hoppet to happen.
I’m sure that the over a 1000 entrants appreciate that the day would not have happened without your efforts. I appreciate your assistance all the more because of the less than perfect weather.
Jim Gargan
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